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layers of the music. like you said, theyre kind
of like the story is two-dimensional, but it can
definitely go in different directions. you always
have to be open to the possibilities. there are a
number of songs in this score that have been
inspired by history and poetry, which was one

of the great things about working with john
powell. i remember every day listening to my
copy of dorian and reading different poetry

books. john powell's brilliant score from how to
train your dragon, an animated adventure

based on a popular children's book, has been
reissued in an expanded 2-cd deluxe edition by

varese sarabande records. this expanded
edition features all 41 animated scores from

the series (including toothless track), different
versions and alternate takes of a selection of
themes, and notes on powell's scoring and

production by film music journalist, tim
greiving. the 2-cd double album features a
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total of 42 tracks and is limited to 3,000 copies.
available now from varese sarabande records

is a landmark double album containing the
music featured in the critically acclaimed
animation how to train your dragon. this

expanded edition features all of the animated
scores from the film (including toothless track),

different versions and alternate takes of a
selection of themes, and notes on powell's

scoring and production by film music journalist,
tim greiving. john powell's brilliant score from

how to train your dragon, an animated
adventure based on a popular children's book,
has been reissued in an expanded 2-cd deluxe

edition by varese sarabande records. this
expanded edition features all 41 animated
scores from the series (including toothless

track), different versions and alternate takes of
a selection of themes, and notes on powell's

scoring and production by film music journalist,
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tim greiving.
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the band may yet release a 3rd album. they
have already toured the world twice, with each

album being an exploration of a different
genre: the first, speed of light, was all classical;
the ape of darkness was dark ambient; and the
current, blackwater surprise, is a return to the

band's roots with their debut album
transatlanticism. i just wanted to say thank you
for the music, not only for its ability to heighten

my mood but for its ability to put me in a
heightened state of awareness. this music has
made me want to become more and more in

tune with myself - to recognize my feelings and
my emotions and my needs. it has made me

cognizant of my surroundings and my
environment. i hope there is a way that i can
contribute in some small way, so that you can
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take it further and maintain it. this is the first
time that i've actually had a musical element to

my life, and it's a wonderful thing because i
know that my thoughts, my emotions, are

going to be expressed in music. so it allows my
psyche to find its way out of my body. it's been
very liberating, and it was a dream come true.

there is a great deal of debate about the
source of the song and whether or not it

originated with the film of the same name. im
not entirely sure. it was a great inspiration to

create it, and i hope the listener feels like
theyre in the same type of journey with it. it

started with the kind of self-consciousness and
precociousness. everything in my life was
coming full-tilt. the mid-80s was the same

thing. i met robert fripp, who was my hero at
the time. so robert came to the green line and
he was presenting himself as a pretty typical

guitar person. 5ec8ef588b
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